ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
2-Phenethyl Propionate .......................................................... 3.00%
Rosemary Oil ........................................................................ 1.50%
Peppermint Oil ...................................................................... 1.50%
OTHER INGREDIENTS:
Water, 2-Propanol, Wintergreen Oil, White Mineral Oil,
Polyglyceryl oleate ............................................................... 94.00%
TOTAL: ............................................................... 100.0%

Kills: Adult Bed Bugs, Fleas and Dust Mites and Their Eggs

Safe and Effective*

Quick knockdown/kill
Contains natural essential plant oils with fresh scent
Non-staining

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

PRECAUCION AL USUARIO: Si usted no puede leer o entender inglés, no use este producto hasta que la etiqueta le haya sido explicada ampliamente. (TO THE USER: If you cannot read or understand English, do not use this product until the label has been fully explained to you.)

See back panel for PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS and DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

*When used as directed.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING. READ ENTIRE LABEL — USE IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL INSTRUCTIONS.

FOR BED BUG TREATMENTS

FOR BEST RESULTS: Vacuum infested room thoroughly including mattress, foundation/box springs and upholstered furniture before using this product. Vacuum the carpet/rugs/flooring, especially where the carpet/flooring meets wall near the head of the bed. Take vacuum cleaner bag to the outdoor trash immediately.

FOR MATTRESS APPLICATIONS: Remove all bedding and wash in hot water. Remove the mattress and box spring from bed. Hold can 6 inches from mattress and spray across all folds, tufts, seams and edging until damp. Also spray the seams and underside of the box spring. Allow mattress and box springs to dry completely before placing back on bed and putting on bedding. Repeat as necessary.

FOR CARPET/RUG APPLICATIONS: Hold can 2 feet from floor and spray carpet/rug using a smooth back and forth sweeping motion. Focus on areas where bed bugs may hide or rest. Spray entire carpet in room. The critical areas are carpeting/rugs adjacent and under the bed. Spray until damp. Avoid over-wetting or saturating carpets/rugs. Allow carpet/rugs to dry completely and vacuum again. Repeat as necessary.

NOTE: Effective bed bug control typically requires thorough and multiple applications. This product contains plant oils which are inherently fragrant. For people who are fragrance or plant oil sensitive, test a small application before using over a larger area. While staining is unlikely, as with most household products it is recommended to test for staining on an inconspicuous area of all surfaces to be sprayed before using. Wipe away excess product on furniture immediately after application. To prevent slipping on hard surfaces, wipe away excess product with a damp cloth.

Most effective results are achieved when used as part of a treatment protocol that includes physical, environmental and other chemical pest control measures.

FOR FLEA TREATMENTS

For flea infestations, using a sweeping motion, apply a light, uniform spray to all surfaces of furniture, rugs, carpets, drapes, and around all pet resting areas. Avoid thoroughly wetting surfaces. Mist treated areas only until “slightly damp”. Do not over-treat. Reapply in 14 days, if necessary.

IMPORTANT: Only complete and proper application to carpets, upholstery, drapes, and other fabrics will provide thorough flea/tick elimination.

FOR DUST MITE TREATMENTS

Thoroughly vacuum entire room concentrating on areas where mites congregate: such as mattresses, box springs, headboards, walls, floors, carpeting and baseboards. Spray surfaces until damp.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Caution - We recommend good safety practices when using any insecticide, such as avoiding contact with eyes and skin and keeping out of the reach of children. If product gets in eyes, flush with water for at least 15 minutes. If on skin, wash with soap and water. If irritation persists, contact a physician.

PHYSICAL HAZARDS: Contents under pressure. Keep away from heat, sparks and open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130° Fahrenheit may cause container to burst.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal.

STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry area away from heat and open flame.

DISPOSAL: When container is empty, offer for recycling if available or discard in trash.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

To the fullest extent permitted by law, the manufacturer disclaims any liability whatsoever for special, incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use or handling of this product. Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with label, directions and precautionary statements.

Envincio represents that this product is a Minimum-Risk pest control product, and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

Manufactured for Envincio, LLC
501 Cascade Pointe Lane Suite 103, Cary, NC 27513

Contains no CFC's

For Chemical Spill, Leak, Fire, or Exposure Call: CHEMTREC 1-800-424-9300
For Medical Emergencies Only Call: 1-866-257-4118

All Rights Reserved. U.S. Patent No. 6,004,569.
US and Foreign Patent Pending.

Essentria™ is a trademark of Envincio LLC.